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COMPANY BACKGROUND
OrahSoft solutions helps accelerate the development of software products
and reduce time to market through its proven principles, methodologies,
and tools. Our full lifecycle services include product development, testing
and QA, sustenance, embedded engineering services, and embedded design. OrahSoft Solutions has helped people and small companies to ship
some of the most widely used software products, on time and within
budget.
Objectives
Our business strategy will revolve around the need to provide product to
our target customers, in the process fully satisfying their needs.
We design high quality software. We provide various information technology
(IT) solutions and services, offers business consulting services, such as
business engineering and performance management, application development and maintenance, web development, and enterprise application services.
We use all latest technologies in order to write high quality software. We
work with different industries, such as education, financial Services, Banks,
Credit Unions, Information Technology, Software, Hardware, Electronics,
Media, Advertising, Publishing, Entertainment, Consulting, Legal, Engineering, Accounting, and other.
Our solutions:







Develop high quality products to satisfied customers all of the time
Custom E-Commerce Solutions
Web design and development
Application Development and Integration
Database Design and Development
Testing
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OUR PROJECTS
Web based reporting applications
Silverlight application, written for Tacoma Power, one of our current clients.
This application gets data from USGS site, processes the data, saves into
the database, and displays in user-friendly format on the web site.

Reporting tool website for Tacoma Power, to get data from USGS and filter
it based on criteria.
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Task Manager for Tacoma Power, which asynchronously
manages multiple reporting tasks.
Task Manager application that can run and report status of any number of
separate tasks that are querying multiple USGS Water sites for information.
WCF service was used to update the Task Manager on the status of the
tasks that where reporting their status to the service.
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Application Development and Integration
Jobfolders - is windows based application was created for Barryhund
construction company located in San Francisco, CA
is a simple structured file folder management tool. The target consumer for
this application is the construction industry specifically the small to medium
sub-contracting company. These companies commonly create folders on local or network drives and place project related files in these folders. This
occurs in most offices the problem we are trying to solve is continuity and
organizational. Because the end users are creating these folders manually
the folders are a often incomplete.
Jobfolders is intended to simplify and streamline the job folder creation
and management.
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Web design and development
Information Website for one of our clients in California, who is a pianist, as
well as piano teacher. He has his own piano studio.
This website is developed in .NET using C# as a backend. It has photo gallery, scheduling application, contacts form, etc.
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TESTIMONIALS
Very good experience. Will continue working with OrahSoft for a long time
to come. Very good firm. I am lucky to have found them.
- Rex Klein
Test Tracker E-mail processor Project completed on time with no problems
to report. Same quality performance on this project as on the previously
completed projects. Thanks.
- Jack
This project went extremely well. The website changes and programming
changes that were requested were accurate from the beginning. The
project came in right on schedule. Thanks for job well done.
- Dmitriy Kosovskiy

This was not a large project, but all of the tasks were completed by
Orahsoft exactly as defined and in the time frame that was specified.
Thank you again for the quality effort.
- Ed Dinter

Orahsoft did great fine job on our project and delivered on time. Great
communication skills and 1st rate technical knowledge. We will be using
OrahSoft again in the near future.
- Bat Database
Great communication. Prompt delivery. Clean Code. Worked with me to
make sure everything works as requested.
- Mary
This was a rather small project, but it went well also. I will continue to use
Orahsoft as their quality and ability to meet time frames is excellent.
Thanks again
- Dave Krontty

